A security management mechanism with white list is proposed based on trusted computing technology. The mechanism runs dynamic measurements to verify their integrity when the software or the program starts, which is an active defense mechanism based on trusted computing technology. It can effectively prevent unknown malicious programs, progresses or codes running to get sensitive information, which does not have disadvantages of some traditional antivirus software, such as feature code or virus database update, patching or bugs fix, etc.
Introduction
A "white list" is a set of concepts in contrast to "blacklist". The so-called "white list" refers to rules set up in the allowed list, which are "good" or "allowed". By contrast, the "blacklist" means "bad" or "not allowed". "Application white list" is a group of applications which are allowed to run in the system [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The antivirus software principles will help us understand the application white list management system. In fact, antivirus software virus is a blacklist. When the program runs, the antivirus program matches the corresponding rules in the blacklist, it proves corresponding programs may be viruses, Trojans and other harmful programs if the match is successful [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, the blacklisting antivirus software mechanism has two drawbacks. First, the scope of viruses or Trojans is determined in the blacklist, it will easily being threatened by "Zero-day" attacks when a new threat is not on the blacklist list and the virus database has not being updated. Second, more and more viruses and Trojans will result in unlimited expansion of blacklisting. Rules matching will be a time-consuming job when blacklisting reaches a certain scale, which is the reason the computer with anti-virus software installed will run comparatively slow after running a period of time.
Known as the "next generation of information security products", the application white list technology can become a substitute for antivirus software, preventing malicious software attacks and unauthorized programs running, and so on. Meanwhile, it can solve the "Zero-day" attacks and performance problems providing the system's safety and system operating in control from the application level. Application white list management system can meet the user demand from the aspect of safety, performance and functionality, therefore, there are some advantages to develop white list security management mechanism based on trusted computing technology.
First of all, such a mechanism is the need of application white list to manage system security [12] [13] [14] . It is a very challenging task to protect the integrity and consistency of a software system if the application white list system is developed on the basis of pure software systems. In contrast, the trusted computer system is a hardware-based security platform, which can solve the insecurity of computer and network infrastructure, providing high security with the trust chain established from chip, hardware and operating systems.
Second, it is needed to ensure that the operating system loads procedures and core files with integrity and security. Currently, many viruses and Trojans target are for vulnerabilities of the operating system itself, infecting core operating system files and installed programs. Application white listing management systems based on trusted computing technology apply the principle of mandatory access controls and mechanisms and implement the operating system integrity checking, which enhances the security level of the entire operating system.
Trusted computing platform and trust mechanism
Trustworthy refers to "behave at realization of the given target is always of an entity as well as expected results." Trusted computing [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] is a trusted component such that operation or process in any operating conditions is predictable, and it is able to resist the bad code and the devastation caused by a physical disturbance. Trusted computing is the foundation of security, starting from the trusted root and solving the security problems resulted from the structure of the PC. It has the following features:(1) providing the identity, competence, integrity and availability of workspace of users; (2)providing the confidentiality and integrity of the storage, processing, transmission; (3) protecting the hardware environment configuration and the integrity of the operating system kernel, services and applications; (4)providing the safety of key operations and storage. Trusted computing passwords support platform for trusted cryptography module run as a trusted root and platform for its security management functions through the following three types of mechanisms:(1)Starting with the credible measurement, computing system platform integrity measurements, establishing trust chain computer system platform, ensure that the system credible;(2)Credible reporting credible identifies platform, uniqueness, based on credible reports, and platform identity and integrity of reporting;(3)Based on trusted storage root key management, platform data security features to provide the appropriate password service.
As we know, trusted computer works with Trusted Platform Module security chips, which run as a trusted root to measure the hardware configuration, operating system, applications, and the overall platform integrity. Trusted Platform Module stores integrity data to protect integrity of the platform status report and judge the credibility of a platform to ensure that the interactive platform is not infected by malicious programs.
The concept and principle of white list
White list security management system based on trusted computing [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] ensure that the operating conditions are safe in its full life-cycle. Before the system is loaded, the system verification and protection is implemented by the trusted computing platform from a hardware perspective; When the system is loaded, it is verified by trusted roots layer by layer, which guarantee the safety and consistency of white list itself; After the system is loaded, the white list runs to protect the safety of the system. The proposed white list security management system provided security in whole life cycle, covering the system loading, ruing and using.
The white list security management mechanism based on trusted computing performs security check before and after the system startup with the following procedures:
Step 1: After the computer starts, its control it taken over by the underlying trust root;
Step 2: Trusted root verifies the integrity of BIOS, and transfers control to BIOS after its integrity check is successful;
Step 3: BIOS MBR verifies the integrity of the operating system loader, and transfers control to the operating system loader after its integrity check is successful;
Step 4: The operating system loader verifies the integrity of the operating system kernel and critical components, transfers control to the operating system after successful;
Step 5: Operating system completes the white list validation and loads system;
Step 6: White list management system checks the security of operating system core.
When the computer runs in normal operation phase, white list security management mechanism is enabled to protect individual applications running in computer.
White list management based on trusted computing
White list mechanism is mainly used for dynamic measurement during the programs startup. Trusted computing technology is used to develop white list management mechanism, which runs an executable program integrity check to prevent them from malicious code and other attacks.
To control all executable code loaded from the system, trusted white list scan tools are developed to record full execution path and abstract value. Before loading the code, all executable files have to be checked and compared with trusted white list, they will not be allowed to run if the executive summary does not match. The white list mechanisms are implemented in the kernel loop filter layer 2, as shown in figure 1. 
(1) Definition of white list
White list is made up of three categories (shown in figure 2 ), including local white list, network white list, a temporary white list:
Category1: Local white list refers to system white list and installed program white list (software right acquisition mode), which is maintained by the client. System white list is generated by scanning interface when it is installed and it cannot be used as software templates. Installed program white list is generated by installed program interface, software scanning interface and network control scanning interface in software acquisition privilege mode.
Category 2: Network white list refers to software template white list and abnormal program white list which is maintained by the Central Administration. Software Templates white list is generated by management center when the client program group reports to the management center. The client can use software template to install template software without software acquisition privilege mode. Abnormal program white list is generated by the unknown program approval process.
Category3: Temporary white list refers to upgrade program white list which is automatically generated when the software upgrades and they will be automatically added to the white list when the system starts. Upgrade program white list is generated by the upgrade process. Fig.2 . White list generation Business Process All white list files in Linux are stored in the "white list" file. For programs in white list repository, the mechanism provides tamper-proof protection and prohibition of non-authorized modification so that they cannot be renamed, changing position, modified and deleted. In the default case, only upgrade programs or executive programs created by upgrade programs can perform operation of add, deletion and changing for all executive programs in the white list repository. The modified programs can run immediately and stored into a temporary file, which will be written into white list after the operating system restarts. Network white list does not have anti-tampering function.
Software installation control by white list mechanism
Software installation control with white list mechanism is shown in figure 3 . The mechanism provides software installation interface to install applications for the way of the software installation package. During the installation of the software, white list is generated by scanning interface and permit them to run.
Client software are installed in two ways: with software acquisition right and without software acquisition right, which will help control the installment permissions in desired granularity.
Situation 1: software installment with software acquisition right. When the client is the acquisition terminal, it can authorize the client with "software acquisition" right by management center. Then, software could be installed by installment interface of the client. Moreover, these programs will be added into local white list and run immediately. Meanwhile, with except of system white list, the installed software white list can be exported to as policy files, which will be reported to management center to determine whether they will be deployed into other clients.
Situation 2: software installment without software acquisition right. In default, the client does not have acquisition right. Only template software from management center can be installed by software installment interface in such situation, and they will be automatically added into network white list and run immediately. 
Management

Experiment results
The white list management mechanism is tested with NetLogo simulation software based on a software startup policy control. The experiments results showed high untrusted software detection rate, which proved that the mechanism developed runs effectively. The experiments are completed with Intel(R) Pentuim(R) 2.90G, 4G RAM, and Win7. Table 1 shows the experimental parameters in details. Table 1 The simulation parameters
Within a set period of time, the number of the software to be detected is m and the initial credibility is 60%. The proportion of untrusted software in the software library over time is as follows: 
Conclusion
The white list security management mechanism for software installment is developed base on trusted computing technology, which is an active protection defense mechanism. All software will be dynamically measured by such mechanism to check their integrity to protect them from tampering, modifying and changing. The simulation results proves that the mechanism could provide high secure protection for software installment and operation, which will prevent them from infected or destroyed by malicious program or codes.. 
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